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Questacon Spiders Gallery Video
The video for this transcript can be found on the Questacon Spiders exhibition website
at: http://www.questacon.edu.au/visiting/nstc/galleries/spiders/explore/galleryinformation
Transcription from video:
(Electronic music playing)
(Opening screen showing the Spiders Exhibition logo with at close up image of a
peacock spider)
(Camera pans down over the entrance to the exhibition, featuring the Spiders
Exhibition logo with at close up image of a peacock spider)
(Camera pans up over the “face” of the close up image of the peacock spider)
(Camera pans over a large plastic spider model reflected in the Spiders exhibition
logo)
(Camera pans down specimens of different arthropods)
(Camera pans around the exhibition)
(Footage of a magnifying glass moving over a spider specimen)
(Footage of a large plastic model showing a cut-away and the internal anatomy of a
spider)
(Footage of spider specimens under a digital microscope)
(Footage of a large plastic spider model)
(Footage of two girls dancing along to a peacock spider as part of an interactive
exhibit)
(Camera pans over a model spider leg that shows the mechanism by which spiders
move)
(Footage of a live water spider in its enclosure)
(Camera pans over a large model of a spider’s spinnerets)
(Footage of families trying to catch large foam balls using examples different spider
mouth piece in an interactive exhibit)
(Footage of different tools used to research spiders)
(Footage of an Australian tarantula moving about its enclosure)
(Still image of a woman and man in front of a large close up picture of a spider)
(End screen with the Spiders Exhibition logo and the text “Closing 9 October 2016.
Visit now before the weave goodbye.”)
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